Although optical remote sensing can intuitively detect algal bloom, it is limited by the weather conditions. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is not affected by inadequate weather conditions. According to visual interpretation of SAR images and comparisons of quasi-synchronized optical images, the gathering areas of algal bloom present as "dark regions" on SAR images. It is shown that using SAR to monitor the water surface is workable. However, dark regions may also be caused by other factors, such as low wind speeds. This challenges with SAR monitoring of algal bloom on the water surface. In this study, an improved K-means algorithm, combined with multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm, was proposed to segment the dark regions. After feature analysis and extraction of Sentinel-1A images, an algal bloom recognition model with a support vector machine (SVM) was applied to discriminate the algal bloom dark regions from the low wind dark regions. According the experimental results, the overall accuracy achieved 74.00% in Taihu Lake. Additionally, this method was also validated in Chaohu Lake and Danjiangkou Reservoir. Therefore, it can be concluded that SAR can provide a new technical means for monitoring algal bloom of inland lakes, particularly when it is cloudy and unsuitable for optical remote sensing. To obtain more information about algal bloom, multi-band and multi-polarization SAR images can be considered for future.
Introduction
In recent decades, the intensification of human activities in lake basins and surrounding areas has caused large amounts of nutrients flowing into the lake through various channels, which results in surges of eutrophication levels and frequent algal bloom. The demise and decomposition of algal bloom consume a large amount of dissolved oxygen in the water, and seriously damage the ecological balance of the water body, which has a very detrimental impact on aquaculture [1] and daily activities [2] . In recent years, large-scale algal bloom frequently outbreak in freshwater lakes in China, such as Taihu Lake and Chaohu Lake. Thus, remote sensing monitoring of algal bloom has become an important issue in many fields of science, such as water environment and ecology [3, 4] .
Due to the sensitivity of spectral features and the maturity of remote sensing image processing technologies, optical images can directly show information about algal blooms, such as the areas, positions, and dynamic changes. However, optical images are greatly affected by the meteorological conditions, such as clouds, rain, and fog. Furthermore, it is impossible to image at night or provide all-day data, which seriously affect the practicability of scientific research. For example, on 29 May 2007, a large-scale outbreak of cyanobacterial blooms in Taihu Lake caused the deterioration of the water, and threatened the domestic water supply of Wuxi [5] . Within the week of the bloom, Taihu Lake was completely covered by clouds for three days, and partially covered for four days. At that time, the MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) could not provide any information about algal bloom.
Until now, most studies on the monitoring and recognition of algal bloom focus on the processing of optical images, and are mainly based on two methods, which are band fusion and thresholding [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Hu et al. [12] successfully extracted cyanobacteria bloom areas in Taihu Lake using the floating algae index (FAI) based on three MODIS bands. Based on FAI, researchers improved the traditional methods and models, and gave the optimal combination of optical bands for monitoring Taihu Lake, Donting Lake, Poyang Lake, Erhai Lake, and other inland lakes in China. In addition, they obtained the spatial and temporal distributions of algal bloom in those lakes [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the researches based on SAR image are still in the initial stages. Wang Ganlin et al. [18] used multi-temporal SAR images to monitor algal bloom. By a simultaneous field survey, they confirmed that the gathering of algae and viscous secretions, during the outbreak of cyanobacterial blooms in Taihu Lake, resulted in a reduction of the radar backscattering coefficient, generating a large number of dark regions on SAR images. Sieburth et al. [19] found that a layer of an oil-like substance formed on the water surface during the outbreak of algal bloom. These oil films have a large damping effect on capillary waves, thus presenting as significant dark regions on SAR images. Using SAR images, Alpers et al. [20] studied the oil films of the water surface, and found that the oil film can reduce the radar backscattering coefficient by 6-17 dB. Gade et al. [21] analyzed different types of films on the water surface with low wind speed (≤5 m/s), and distinguished them using multi-band and multi-polarization SIR-C/X SAR images. By using ASAR and MODIS images, Wang Ji et al. [22] found that dark regions on SAR images were highly consistent with algal bloom areas on MODIS images. However, they did not explain the causes of other similar non-bloom dark regions on SAR image. Wang et al. [23] used optical images, including MODIS and HJ-CCD, and SAR images, including ERS-2 and ENVISAT ASAR, to monitor cyanobacterial blooms in inland lakes based on the maximum gradient complexity method. However, they did not solve the problem of automated processing of SAR images. By using MERIS and ASAR images, Bresciani et al. [24] firstly gave the relationship between the chlorophyll concentration and the backscattering coefficient during the cyanobacterial blooms in the Curonian Lagoon in Europe, but the correlation was too weak to be accurate.
In this paper, a method for algal bloom recognition based on SAR images is presented. By exploiting different image features, including gray levels, geometry, and texture, a supervised learning classification mechanism is built to recognize algal bloom. The experimental results show that the proposed method has a high recognition accuracy and practical meaning for SAR monitoring of algal bloom.
Case Study

Study Areas and Images
The second national survey of lakes in China showed that 85.40% of the 138 lakes (≥10 km 2 ) exceeded the eutrophication standard. In addition, 40.10% of the lakes reached to severe eutrophication standard [25] . As shown in Figure 1 , Taihu Lake (30 • 56 N-31 • 33 N, 119 • 52 E-120 • 37 E) has a water surface area of 2338 km 2 and an average depth of 1.9 m. Its water quality is closely related to the agricultural irrigation and aquaculture activities in surrounding cities, such as Suzhou, Huzhou, Wuxi, and Yixing [26, 27] . Chaohu Lake (31 • In recent years, algal bloom has occurred frequently in Taihu Lake and Chaohu Lake, and seriously affected the quality of the water consumed by the surrounding residents. Rapid and effective remote sensing monitoring of the water environment of these two lakes are urgently required. Although algal bloom has not emerged in Danjiangkou Reservoir, slight eutrophication has occurred in some tributaries. Monitoring the water quality via remote sensing and preventing pollution are the tasks that cannot be ignored. Therefore, this reservoir is also as one of our study areas.
The Sentinel-1A satellite, the Earth observation satellite of the European Space Agency's Copernicus Initiative, launched on 3 April 2014, and became officially operational in May 2015. The radar sensor works at the C-band. VV polarization and Interferometric Wide-swath mode are chosen in this study. The swath width is 250 km, and the resolution is 5 m × 20 m.
Under the same conditions, there is a great difference in the radar reflected waves of the same ground object from different polarization modes. On a basis of literatures investigating, it can be known that VV polarization is better than that of HH polarization [33] , aimed at the monitoring of water surface. That is the reason why we selected VV polarization for algal bloom monitoring.
The MODIS sensor has been widely used in global environmental monitoring. It consists of 36 spectral bands, and has resolutions of 250 m, 500 m, and 1000 m. The Landsat-8 satellite was launched by NASA in February 2013, and the Operational Land Imager (OLI) includes nine bands with 30 m resolution. In this study, Landsat-8 and MODIS optical images were quasi-synchronized with SAR images, and used to assist the interpretation of SAR images.
The SAR images and optical images used in this study are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. In recent years, algal bloom has occurred frequently in Taihu Lake and Chaohu Lake, and seriously affected the quality of the water consumed by the surrounding residents. Rapid and effective remote sensing monitoring of the water environment of these two lakes are urgently required. Although algal bloom has not emerged in Danjiangkou Reservoir, slight eutrophication has occurred in some tributaries. Monitoring the water quality via remote sensing and preventing pollution are the tasks that cannot be ignored. Therefore, this reservoir is also as one of our study areas.
The SAR images and optical images used in this study are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. It can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 , that 12 pairs of optical and SAR images were collected on the same day, six pairs were collected at a time interval of one day, and four pairs were collected at a time interval of more than one day. The statistical results are shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 , that 12 pairs of optical and SAR images were collected on the same day, six pairs were collected at a time interval of one day, and four pairs were collected at a time interval of more than one day. The statistical results are shown in Figure 2 . 
Image Preprocessing
In this study, ENVI 5.3 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions Company: Boulder, CO, USA) was used to preprocess the optical images. And SAR images were preprocessed with SNAP, a free software, provided by the European Space Agency (Paris, France).
Preprocessing of Sentinel-1A Images
The preprocessing procedures are shown in Figure 3 , including calibration, speckle filtering, geometric correction, and linear to dB. The calibration process involved radiometric correction to reduce the radiation deviation. A refined Lee filter with a window size 7 × 7 was used for despeckling. A range Doppler terrain correction operator was used to reduce the deviation caused by geometric distortion. The type of digital elevation model used is SRTM 3Sec. The process of linear-to-dB enhances the image contrast to simplify the identification of the dark regions. Figure 4a is an example of preprocessed SAR images. In order to better display the algal bloom in Figure 4a , the gray-color transform [34] was used to obtain the false color image, as shown in Figure 4b . 
Image Preprocessing
Preprocessing of Sentinel-1A Images
Preprocessing of Landsat-8 Images
The universal radiometric calibration tool (radiometric calibration) was applied to calibrate the output radiance for Landsat-8 images. Then, the Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) model was used for atmospheric correction. No geometric correction was 
The universal radiometric calibration tool (radiometric calibration) was applied to calibrate the output radiance for Landsat-8 images. Then, the Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) model was used for atmospheric correction. No geometric correction was necessary because the Level 1 GeoTIFF Data Product is terrain-corrected with DEM. Thus, the coordinate accuracy met the small-scale requirements.
After preprocessing, the image contained 7 bands. Band 5, Band 4, and Band 3 were combined to form a false color RGB image, which presented as Figure 4c . It can be seen that the water is dark blue, and the color of vegetation is bright red.
Preprocessing of MODIS Images
The MODIS Level-1B (L1B) images were calibrated and atmospherically corrected using the MODIS Conversion Toolkit (MCTK). The radiometric calibration used the offsets and scales parameters of the HDF dataset. The pixel reflectivity R can be calculated as:
where Scales is the reflectivity scaling factor, DN is the digital number, and O f f sets is the reflectivity scaling intercept. The position information of the image was used for geometric correction. The projection used the Geographic Lat/Lon projection. After preprocessing, a false color RGB image was obtained by using Band 6, Band 2, and Band 1. Band 6 has 500 m resolution. Band 2 and Band 1 have 250 m resolution, resampled to 500 m resolution. Figure 4d is the output image after the false color synthesis, in which the green color represents the bloom floating on the water surface. In addition, other information, such as the position and area of algal bloom, can be obtained visually from the image.
Prior Information of the Dark Region in SAR Image
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the prior information of the dark region on SAR image was used to determine the type of dark region.
It is known that the formation of algal bloom is relevant to the position, wind speed, and surroundings conditions. Li et al. [35] used the long time series MODIS images to monitor algal bloom of Taihu Lake, and found that the northern region is the hardest hit area of algal bloom, and the southern region and center of lake are moderate algal bloom around 2005. The above results are highly consistent with the conclusions of scholars such as Kong et al. [36, 37] . The study of Yang [38] showed that algal bloom can drift with the wind. By the flume experiment, Bai et al. [39] proposed the conception of critical wind speed, which is 3.2 m/s. When the wind is below the critical speed, the algae drifts smoothly on water surface, and when the wind speed is faster than the critical wind speed, algae are mixed in water with the fluctuation of waves. The same conclusion was reached by Kong et al. [37] . They found that when the wind speed exceeds a certain range (3.1-3.2 m/s), the water surface is free of algal bloom, and the water surface appears with high gray levels on SAR images.
Based on the above conclusions, the field investigations were carried out in 2016 and 2017. The local environmental protection department in Wuxi provided the records of algal bloom in Taihu Lake, which confirmed the results of the literatures. Therefore, the study area of Taihu Lake was considered from four different types of areas, classified by the coverage of algal bloom. Figure 5 shows four types of areas by different colors.
Severe eutrophication areas: Meiliang Bay is close to the Wuxi city, and there are many tributaries in Zhushan Lake and Western coast. The nutrient-rich agricultural run-off and sewage contribute the aggregation of algal bloom. When the weather condition is suitable, these areas will be the harder-hit areas for the outbreak of algal bloom.
Moderate eutrophication areas: The areas include two regions. The one is the Southern Coast, which is close to the outlet of Taihu Lake. Due to the good fluidity of water, it is the moderate algal bloom area. Additionally, the other one is the center of Taihu Lake, whose terrain benefits the drift and diffusion of water bloom.
Light eutrophication areas: The region is in Gong Lake, located in the northeast of Taihu Lake. Gong Lake is the main water source of Suzhou and Wuxi. Additionally, there are no inflow rivers. Therefore, the water pollution here is relatively light.
Non-algal bloom areas: the regions are in Xu Lake, Donlim Tsui, and East Taihu Lake, located in the east of Taihu Lake. Due to an amount of water plants, water purification capacity is very high in these areas. In addition, the Center of Lake is also the non-algal bloom area, largely due to its position, which is a benefit to the drift and diffusion of algal blooms.
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Non-algal bloom areas: the regions are in Xu Lake, Donlim Tsui, and East Taihu Lake, located in the east of Taihu Lake. Due to an amount of water plants, water purification capacity is very high in these areas. In addition, the Center of Lake is also the non-algal bloom area, largely due to its position, which is a benefit to the drift and diffusion of algal blooms. An example is given to illustrate the discrimination process of dark region using the above prior information. In Figure 7a , it is easy to find the aggregation of algal bloom, although influenced by a few clouds. Considering that this region is in the severe eutrophication areas, the long dark region in Figure 7b is considered as the algal bloom regions.
Comparing Figure 7d with Figure 7c , the dark regions are a little closer to the north than the algal bloom regions. According to the meteorological information on 11 September 2015, there is a southeasterly wind at approximately 10:00 a.m. and the real-time wind speed is less than 2 m/s. Additionally, the shape of region 2 , a nearly semicircular shore, contributes to the aggregation of algal blooms to some extent. Therefore, the dark regions in Figure 7d are considered as the algal bloom regions.
Similar to Figure 7d , the dark regions in Figure 7f are also regarded as algal bloom. Large dark regions are visible in Figure 7h , compared with the same area in Figure 7g , which covers only a few dark regions in the west. According to the southwesterly wind with a speed of 2 m/s in the center of the lake, it can be concluded that part of the dark regions in Figure 7h are covered by algal blooms, which flow with the wind to the harbor, and most of the dark regions in Figure 7h are caused by low winds.
The location of region 5 is in the none-algal bloom areas, which is consistent with the status shown in Figure 7i . Although there are sparse dark regions in Figure 7j , it can be confirmed that it is not due to algal bloom.
To obtain the prior information of dark regions, several factors including location, meteorology, and optical images, are considered in the study. The prior information provides the basis for manual recognition of algal bloom dark region. The recognition accuracy of the proposed method is assessed by comparing with the results of manual recognition.
Materials and Methods
The flowchart of algal bloom recognition is shown in Figure 8 . The purpose of preprocessing is to obtain the SAR image set, in which some dark regions are contained. During the preprocessing, the manual cropping of SAR images is adopted, by comparison with the quasi-synchronized optical images. When SAR images are segmented, some algorithms, including thresholding, clustering, and region growing, are applied. The feature extraction is executed to get the dark region features, including grayscale, geometry and texture. Based on the feature set, an algal bloom recognition model is developed, in which the support vector machine (SVM) is applied. A cross-validation method plays a role in the parameter tuning.
m/s in the center of the lake, it can be concluded that part of the dark regions in Figure 7h are covered by algal blooms, which flow with the wind to the harbor, and most of the dark regions in Figure 7h are caused by low winds.
The location of region ⑤ is in the none-algal bloom areas, which is consistent with the status shown in Figure 7i . Although there are sparse dark regions in Figure 7j , it can be confirmed that it is not due to algal bloom.
The flowchart of algal bloom recognition is shown in Figure 8 . The purpose of preprocessing is to obtain the SAR image set, in which some dark regions are contained. During the preprocessing, the manual cropping of SAR images is adopted, by comparison with the quasi-synchronized optical images. When SAR images are segmented, some algorithms, including thresholding, clustering, and region growing, are applied. The feature extraction is executed to get the dark region features, including grayscale, geometry and texture. Based on the feature set, an algal bloom recognition model is developed, in which the support vector machine (SVM) is applied. A cross-validation method plays a role in the parameter tuning. 
Dark Region Segmentation
The segmented results of the dark regions are directly related to the quality of the following feature extraction work. In this paper, a combination of multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm and K-means algorithm was applied to complete the segmentation of the dark regions.
Multi-Otsu Thresholding Algorithm
Otsu thresholding is one of the most commonly used methods to select a threshold for general images [40] . The main idea of the algorithm is to find the threshold that maximizes the between-class variance. An image can be described as I(x, y). The average gray level of the entire image, µ T , is computed as follows:
where L is the number of distinct gray levels, i represents one of the gray levels, p i represents the probability of occurrence of gray level i, n i represents the number of pixels with gray level i, and n represents the total number of pixels in the gray image. When a single threshold T is used, the image is divided into two classes, D 0 and D 
The cumulative probabilities and the mean levels of D 0 and D 1 classes are calculated as follows:
where P 0 (t) and P 1 (t) represent the cumulative probabilities, µ 0 (t) and µ 1 (t) represent the mean levels. For the threshold t, the variance between two classes, σ 2 B (t) is obtained as follows:
The optimal threshold T of Otsu method can be determined as follows:
The multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm is determined based on the Otsu method. When an image is divided into n classes, the different thresholds (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , · · · , t n−1 ) are used. The variance for n − 1 different thresholds can be expressed as follows:
The optimal thresholds (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , · · · , T n−1 ) of the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm can be determined as follows:
During the process of image segmentation, the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm is used to find the optimal threshold in the global scope. However, some inherent imperfections limit its application. When the difference of the gray values between different categories is not obvious, or the gray ranges of different targets overlap, the segmentation effect of the global threshold will be poor, which may lead to inaccurate segmentation.
K-Means Segmentation Algorithm
K-means segmentation algorithm is an unsupervised machine learning method, which is characterized by high efficiency and simple implementation [41] [42] [43] .
The main idea of the algorithm is given as follows: Input: The number of clusters k and all data points, which are given as:
where x i is a vector with m dimensions, and N is the number of the data points. Output: Cluster centers m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m k and data points of k clusters. The steps are described as follows: Steps 1: Randomly select k data points as the cluster centers M = {m w , w = 1, 2, · · · , k}.
Steps 2:
For each x i , assign it into the most relevant class C w , which is:
Steps 3: Update the cluster centers M, and the algorithm ends when the end condition is met, or it jumps to Steps 2. In this algorithm, k is a preset number. Additionally, the initial clustering centers M of each class are selected randomly. The uncertainty of both k and the initial clustering centers will have a major impact on the results. The improper initial cluster may lead to convergence to local optimal value instead of the global one. At the same time the algorithm is sensitive to noise.
Integrated Algorithm of Dark Region Segmentation
To overcome the inadequacy of K-means algorithm, a combination of the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm and K-means algorithm was adopted to improve k and the cluster centers. In addition, a region-growing algorithm was integrated to achieve better segmentation results.
On SAR images, the backscattering coefficient of the radar is represented by the gray levels. Grayscale histograms can visually distinguish the numbers and distribution of different grayscale values. The number of peaks represents the regional characteristics, and the number of valleys reflects the slowly varying characteristics. For grayscale statistical features, the fluctuation of grayscale should be identified. The number of the classes to be distinguished, N can be expressed as:
where m represents the number of peaks, n represents the number of valleys. Then the multi-Otsu thresholding segmentation algorithm is performed with N − 1 segmentation thresholds, marked as T = (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T N−1 ). Using N as the value of k in the K-means algorithm, and the segmentation centers T as the clustering centers, we can obtain:
The process of dark region segmentation is shown in Figure 9 . The K-means algorithm is used to identify the local optimum value by calculating the minimum distance between each pixel and the clustering center, assigning the pixels to the nearest class, and then recalculating the mean of each class as the new clustering center. The number of categories N was obtained by using the gray features of statistical images. The global optimal threshold C, which is the clustering center of the K-means algorithm, was obtained by using the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm. The clustering algorithm was used to initialize all classes to determine the maximum between-cluster variance. The threshold set, obtained by the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm, is more representative than the randomly selected initial cluster centers.
Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 22 threshold set, obtained by the multi-Otsu thresholding algorithm, is more representative than the randomly selected initial cluster centers. The segmented image may have discontinuous areas, and small segmented regions may be significantly out of class. In this experiment, a self-selected center region growing algorithm was adopted, which means that a large image block was manually selected, and a connected domain with similar gray level attributes was segmented to form an area.
In this study, a total of 95 dark regions (≥ 1 km ) were obtained by performing dark-region segmentation from 21 SAR images. Among them, 74 dark regions were found in 17 images of Taihu Lake, 14 dark regions were found in two images of Chaohu Lake, and seven dark regions were found in two images of Danjiangkou Reservoir. By comparing the quasi-synchronized optical images, it is found that 51 of all 95 dark regions represented algal bloom.
Feature Analysis and Extraction
Gray Features
As previously stated, SAR images include two types of dark region, which are algal bloom dark region and low-wind dark region, both of which presents the same or similar gray levels. However, a clear difference of the change of gray levels can be observed around the dark regions. The gray levels around the algal bloom dark regions show a transitional trend, while those around the low wind dark regions show a more moderate trend. Moreover, their mean and variance are also different.
The mean value of target area-to-background area ratio (MTBR), the mean to variance ratio of background (MVRB), and the gradient of edge (GOE) were selected as the gray level features for algal bloom recognition.
MTBR can be written as:
MVRB can be written as:
where represents mean and represents variance. The target and background region are selected by the segmentation algorithm mentioned above.
GOE is the gradient mean at the boundary of the target and the background region, and can be expressed as: The segmented image may have discontinuous areas, and small segmented regions may be significantly out of class. In this experiment, a self-selected center region growing algorithm was adopted, which means that a large image block was manually selected, and a connected domain with similar gray level attributes was segmented to form an area.
In this study, a total of 95 dark regions (≥1 km 2 ) were obtained by performing dark-region segmentation from 21 SAR images. Among them, 74 dark regions were found in 17 images of Taihu Lake, 14 dark regions were found in two images of Chaohu Lake, and seven dark regions were found in two images of Danjiangkou Reservoir. By comparing the quasi-synchronized optical images, it is found that 51 of all 95 dark regions represented algal bloom.
Feature Analysis and Extraction
Gray Features
where E represents mean and D represents variance. The target and background region are selected by the segmentation algorithm mentioned above.
GOE is the gradient mean at the boundary of the target and the background region, and can be expressed as:
where x ij and y ij represent the horizontal and vertical gradients of the pixel (i, j), respectively, which can be calculated as:
where f (i, j) is the gray level of the pixel (i, j), and the size of the target image is m × n pixels, A is the Sobel operator, and A T represents the transposition of A.
Geometrical Features
The spatial characteristics of algal bloom and low wind dark regions are different. Low wind dark regions in the lake present as large areas with a more regular shape. However, algal bloom dark regions, which often represent the strip distribution, are more dispersed because of the water flow. Based on these analyses, the parameters of area and complexity were selected as the geometric features for algal bloom recognition.
The area of dark region, S can be written as:
where N is the number of pixel in the dark regions, and s is the actual area of the pixel in dark regions. Complexity (COM) reflects the shape feature of the target region, and can be written as:
where S is obtained by Formula (21), and C is the circumference of target region, which can be calculated by the "Regionprops" function in MATLAB.
Texture Features
Texture is an important feature of SAR images. Recognition accuracy of the bloom can be improved by combining different textural features. During the outbreak of algal bloom, the algae scum has a certain thickness and viscosity, which can smooth the water surface waves. The release of biosurfactants reduces the tension, dampens the capillary waves, and causes the dark region on water surface. As reflected in the image, the grayscale distribution of dark regions is relatively uniform. In general, the texture of algal bloom on a SAR image is delicate and smooth, while that of low wind dark regions is relative rough.
In this study, parameters including the angular second moment (ASM), contrast (CON), entropy (ENT), and the reciprocal difference moments (RDM) of the Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [44] , commonly used to describe texture features, are selected for the algal bloom recognition.
ASM can be written as:
where i and j represent a gray value, p(i, j) represents a pixel with the gray value of i and the probability of being the gray value of j in the specified space distance and direction. ASM is also known as energy. It represents the degree of distribution of gray levels in the image. A rougher texture corresponds to a larger ASM value. The energy caused by their "oily" property of algal bloom dark regions is smaller than that of low wind dark regions.
CON can be written as:
where f CON represents the brightness of the image. A greater difference between the local gray values corresponds to a greater contrast and a clearer visual effect. The CON of algal bloom dark regions is smaller, because it is smoother than low wind dark regions.
ENT can be written as:
where f ENT is an image measurement criterion. The randomness of information directly affects the value of ENT. Therefore, a greater ENT value corresponds to a more complicated image. The ENT of algal bloom dark regions, which are smooth, is smaller than that of low wind dark regions.
RDM can be written as:
where f RDM represents the overall contrast of the image. A greater value of RDM corresponds to a greater overall contrast.
Algal Bloom Recognition Model
The SVM [45] , which is based on statistical learning theory, is a machine learning method, and has been widely used in the field of remote sensing in recent years. The main idea of SVM is to find the optimal hyperplane to classify the input samples, where the gap between classes is guaranteed to be the largest. This optimal classifying hyperplane is described by the training samples. The generalization ability of SVM is based on the principle of minimized structural risk, and has the advantages of being able to quickly learn from small samples with high classification accuracy [46, 47] .
In this study, the radial basis function (RBF) is used in the C-SVM [48] [49] [50] [51] . The algal bloom recognition model was optimized by the selected features of dark region sets.
The simplified model is stated as:
where (label)y i is the data label that represents the class. It is assumed that two classes of data are expressed in [1, −1]. g represents the parameter of RBF kernel.
→ w is the vector used to determine the gap between classes. V represents the feature set extracted from all dark regions during the preceding process. f Gray , f Geo , and f Texture represent the feature set of gray, geometry, and texture, respectively. c represents the penalty parameter.
In the model-building process, two parameters were used. The parameter g determines the distribution of the data mapped to the new feature space. And the parameter c represents the tolerance of error.
Parameter optimization greatly influences the recognition accuracy. The most commonly used method is taking values of c and g within a certain range, and then using cross-validation to find the optimal values of c and g which can make the recognition accuracy the highest.
During the parameter optimization, as shown in Figure 10 , the minimum c principle is used to select the set of c and g values. The smallest parameter c is the best, which give rise to a higher recognition accuracy without reducing the generalizability of the model. As shown in Table 3 , after optimizing the parameters, the accuracy of the recognition model tested on Taihu Lake is improved by four percentage points. Accuracy of the recognition model tested on Taihu Lake. 
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Segmentation
In order to demonstrate the segmentation effect, three dark regions in the Taihu Lake and Chaohu Lake were selected as examples. Here, three different methods, which are traditional Kmeans algorithm, multi-Otsu thresholding method, and the segmentation algorithm proposed in this paper, were used to execute the segmentation. The results are shown in Figure 11 . Accuracy of the recognition model tested on Taihu Lake. 
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Segmentation
In order to demonstrate the segmentation effect, three dark regions in the Taihu Lake and Chaohu Lake were selected as examples. Here, three different methods, which are traditional Kmeans algorithm, multi-Otsu thresholding method, and the segmentation algorithm proposed in this paper, were used to execute the segmentation. The results are shown in Figure 11 . To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the missing alarm rate (MA) and the false alarm rate (FA) were used. Furthermore, an assessment criterion noted as A was also introduced. The lower the values of MA and FA, the higher the accuracy of segmentation.
The corresponding calculation formulas can be written as: 
where FN and TP represent the number of false and correct classification of dark region, FP and TN represent the number of false and correct classification of background, and P and N represent the total number of dark region and background, respectively. The accuracy of the segmentation algorithms of different regions was given in Table 4 . The average accuracy of our algorithm is higher than the other two algorithms, with lower MA and FA at the same time. Therefore, our algorithm performs better at segmentation. Multi-Otsu thresholding 92.00% 0.0452 0.2881 To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the missing alarm rate (MA) and the false alarm rate (FA) were used. Furthermore, an assessment criterion noted as A was also introduced. The lower the values of MA and FA, the higher the accuracy of segmentation.
The corresponding calculation formulas can be written as:
where FN and TP represent the number of false and correct classification of dark region, FP and TN represent the number of false and correct classification of background, and P and N represent the total number of dark region and background, respectively. The accuracy of the segmentation algorithms of different regions was given in Table 4 . The average accuracy of our algorithm is higher than the other two algorithms, with lower MA and FA at the same time. Therefore, our algorithm performs better at segmentation. In this experiment, the feature set of 74 dark regions extracted from the SAR images of Taihu Lake, was tested using the "leave-one-out" method. The dark regions on one image were used as the test data, and those on the other images were used to train the classifier. This procedure was repeated until all the images were tested.
A confusion matrix was used to evaluate the classification accuracy, shown as Table 5 . The producer accuracies of the algal bloom and similar regions were 74.36% and 74.29%, respectively. The overall accuracy of all the dark regions was 74.00% in Taihu Lake, and the Kappa coefficient was 0.48. The Kappa coefficient was used for a consistency test [52] . A larger value of the Kappa coefficient represents a better result of classification. Taking the Taihu Lake images as the training set, Chaohu Lake and Danjiangkou Reservoir were also tested in the same way. The results of accuracy analysis were given in Table 6 . The overall accuracy was 71.00%, and the Kappa coefficient was 0.47. It can be seen from Table 6 that, when there was algal bloom, the recognition accuracy of the algal bloom dark regions reached 81.00%, but that of the non-algal bloom dark regions was relatively low. As shown in Table 7 , a total of 95 dark regions of Chaohu Lake, Danjiangkou Reservoir and Taihu Lake were classified and tested. The misclassified numbers of dark regions with different areas, was 5, 6, 13, respectively. Among the misclassified dark regions, 54.16% of them were larger than 20 km 2 , whereas the accuracy of the dark regions (<20 km 2 ) was 83.00%. In view of this, it can be concluded that SAR can be used as an effective remote sensing tool for monitoring algal bloom in lakes. 
Discussion
As reported in Table 5 , the overall accuracy of the proposed method is 74.36%. By contrast, the accuracy in the Taihu Lake experiment, performed by Wang [23] , who used ERS-2 and ENVISAT ASAR images, was 66.70%. Thus, our approach represents an improvement of eight percentage points. The subsequent experiments of Chaohu Lake and Danjiangkou Reservoir achieve an accuracy of 71.00%, indicating that the model can better monitor and identify algal bloom in the similar lakes.
It is to be noted that some special cases can be observed, as shown in Figure 12 . For example, the area of red frame in Figure 12a has a few green color, indicating the algal bloom trace. However, the dark regions in Figure 12b are larger, and extended to the western edge, which were different with those on the optical image. The time interval between the two images was 4.5 h. The weather information between 5:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. of that day was southeast wind, and the wind speed was smaller than a gentle breeze. At 10:00 a.m., the real-time wind speed in the southern lake was less than 1 m/s. Therefore, it can be inferred that the large dark region in Figure 12b was partly caused by the algal bloom, and the rest was due to other causes. This in consistency reflects the limitation of using SAR images to recognize algal bloom. On the one hand, dark regions on water surface reflect the accumulation of algal bloom. On the other hand, low wind may also lead to dark region in SAR images. If the areas have both of the phenomena mentioned above, it would be difficult to recognize algal bloom. Introduction of quasi-synchronized optical images is a good solution to deal with this problem, and that is validated to be effective.
Conclusions
This study analyzed the ability to recognize algal bloom using SAR images, with the goal of replacing optical images in inadequate weather conditions. The algal bloom reduces the radar backscattering coefficient, and is presented as dark regions on SAR images. However, low wind shows as dark regions as well, which challenges with the application of SAR images. In this study, an algal bloom recognition model of SAR images was proposed, using the quasi-synchronized optical images, and the features of dark region. Some segmentation algorithms and C-SVM method were adopted in our model. According to the experimental results, the overall accuracy was 74.00% in Taihu Lake, and 71.00% in Chaohu Lake and Danjiangkou Reservoir. This tentative study shows the favorable application prospect of SAR monitoring. Moreover, the achievement of this study can be a supplementary means for algal bloom monitoring.
Although the accuracy of the algal bloom model proposed in this paper is higher, there are still several aspects to be improved. Firstly, the image set used is insufficient. If more images with different sensors and areas can be obtained, the results will be better. Secondly, more accurate and complete meteorological information, including temperature, wind speed, wind direction and so on, will help the improvement of recognition accuracy. Finally, the multi-band and multi-polarization SAR images, if available, can give more information of algal bloom on the water's surface, which will be the examined in further studies in the future. 
